
art review:
Inside and Out: an Indiana Steel Mill

When you first gaze upon Ming C. Lowe's explosive and lurid photographs of an old steel mill
in Indiana that's still smelting iron since the early 20th century you'll probably be wondering the
same thought that burned itself into my mind: didn’t our ironworks cease and bow down to the
newer equipped kids on the block after the war? Well, apparently not. And Lowe didn’t get into
this one easily either, but only after years of repeated importuning was she able to excavate it
in her own unique visual terms: a kind of archaeology of the present -- though the crumbling
factory is none the worse for wear -- in such startling images of color set next to galvanized
and staid black and white that you’re almost sure it’s been done with Photoshop rather than
with the hybridizing eye of an extremely uncanny visualizer who is aware of the kind of
iconographic heteroglossia that only a juxtaposition of images can produce.

Lowe, however, deeply grounds this potential kind of monumentalism in a love of the hieratic
underpinnings of modernism and it is hard not to see in one composition two workers tending
the fierce glowing vertical edges of the slit of a seething  inferno of material in a smelter as
anything but genuflecting priests at the towering altar of Moloch of an old mill forced to
continue producing after all this time -- providing Lowe with day-glo color flood light produced
and projected by the melting ore into science fiction landscapes and the gigantic apparatuses
separated from their surrounding employed functions often appear like the sparkling baubles
and toys of behemoths out of the frame that are just distant relatives of H.R. Giger’s
biomechanical monsters: part vagina, part tuba, part exhaust pipe, that fill up the frame's mise-
en-scene as densely as any given rise by the Viennese Fantastische kunst.

It’s no coincidence, too, that in the midst of these photos one often finds a profusion of the
apparitions of the barely maintained outer walls of the steel buildings themselves, which look
like they’re falling apart, ramshackle shafts of corrugated iron and rusting tin that evoke both
vestiges of the mines where the materials that metamorphose in these ovens were dug up and
the trench warfare where World War I finally industrialized technological battle and armed
combat once and for all time. Sometimes in Ming’s images entrenched, ironically under
perfectly blue skies, Lowe’s photos of the steel mill stitches them all back, through
fragmentation and suggestion, continually returning them into the reality of war where the
world is always and perpetually fixated and handcuffed to the surreal no matter what its
furnaces happen to be churning out.
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